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m which, though I am not a cit- 
that everybody is going towards 

* raze, that anything 

everybody is individualist. Even if you keep a big moustache 

people do it, then twenty people must imitate it, and when 
30 people have done it, it has become a fashion and when it 
has become a fashion it has immediately over night become 
a tradition that everybody must have. It quickly passes on 
like oil on the waters, spreads out to the interior parts of 
the country. 

And when you go at it you are very dynamic people when 
you go into a thing you go into it thoroughly—large scale ^ g 
thinking, mass production, thinking big, planning big. this 
is your national character. So when they think of LSD* they 
will not stop at one pill or two pills, hands full of pills, and 
if there is anything—a Hydrogen Bom£ available to eat to 
blast your personality you will take hydrogen bomb pills 
also. Tomorrow another medicine, more powerful. At 
thijiglp | you go on, is not the danger doubling quick? 

Do Sages Hug Each Other? 

^ | singjin|^ 

is drug which has open* 

^ubject«> 
v smiling ' ' 

i taktag I 

You mean to say the saiats and the spges were tracing 
with each other? Which saint and which climate condition or 
religion have been wearing such colored clothes, please. 
Now, which religion says that the saints, sages and spiritual 
seekers must hug each other’ Do you know that my teacher 

when they gu near each ather he says "Why are you rubbing 
each other. That is a Sense pleas^reL-dcm’t: ” In the cold 
and snowy pe^ke oi SSd.Himalayas we we(e not allowed to 
go near a firette says; "Sitting neat*Sim is a sensuous 
enjoyment—don't allow it--remain in a blanket." M 

liculties 
ty and silent hunger 

. That’s 

into which Ravi Shankar’s mus 
music takes'you. These are s 
the other things are drugging 1 

ic or Hindu music, Indian 
11 very very good signs. But 
he mind being dragged into 
spirituality. Once or twice 

off--look at that fruit not a drop of even wet moisture is 

In that tree there is no mark meaning—the individual aS 
the result of his inner growth must be able to leave these 
external things. Then it is not a pain at all. You have gained 
a great feeling of happiness and satisfaction wlthfn. And 
therefore when we frpai that >oy look at these, which wets; , < 
joys before, we have no bolding interest Mut and therefore s* ’. 
that individual,dtppa offthese material sensual things. II 1 
am not ripe and 1 give UP these sensebbfe'ets it is painful, in 
a child a to^. is a great wealth. Let the mother and the father { 
try to remove the toy, the c|tjd cries. Butiwhen theehild is 

'<• attractive because that’s the onlv field 
known to us tor mental happiness; let; the mirid discover the 
wider field of a greater joy hpd sense pleasures are. itnjpedi- 

Does a research:scholar even feet the need ,for sensuous 
i pleasdres ? An unemployed man will he not think' in the even¬ 
ing—let me H to die picture let me go’ldiis, let me go dancing 
Why?. He has nothing else te do. The cither roaa finds'M*' 
satisfaction in his labor«ory> %; in h.s painting orfn his p%r 

the 
•re satisfying fie^fejof joy. 1 hope 
a growth, sit is a resurge of the 

group of spiritual students then lie »i 

realms of ampler and more satisfy 
- a ‘growth. . 

m you pick a flower-jiwftcniovc t. 
pelalsAh! yonhave destroyed it and yet nature,cjistroys. 
When the frult'i&s c#n»e, the ftjiwer has doac its function. I 
drops silently tfealtraetfon for the objects drops off t 
itself, then the mind has turned towar##h?gher world and 
grown te a great* stage. Grown! Satarelly nourish the mi 

must it be the struggle’’ What’s the purpose for this 

The Adaptors and the Evolvers 

an expressiitbgiihe spiritual unfolding. The colorful dress¬ 
ing 1 will not consider it. All that from what 1 have seen I 
consider opiy two, three things as really spiritual. Their 
courage to leave the security of home--spiritual. Thdlr, 
let us say, forgetfulness to toe the fine of social forms and 
formats in dress, in eating, 'Sdsldepfeg, in moving about. 
That is the slglfof^pirituality. The readiness and willing- 

the mother and the son for a Saturday afternoon, 
the stall of toys the father is not attracted, the i 
attracted, but the poor child looks at each bit of 

you talking, fool yc 

t effected at all, but the 
n pull the lady out and ss 
e got plenty of it. Don’t, 

was gentlemen's wear. This very si 
pulling son and mother from everywi 
these beautiful ties. Ah, What patter 

Why is it that each type of person gets attracted towards that 
kind of object? The external world oi objects, when it’s con¬ 
ducive or tn harmony with the mental patterns and plans that 

tern of desires, pattern of impatieni 
d independent thinking, 

nothing to do and lot ofienerg'}-;1 38U1 feels dgpited and dig- 
| grunilsd, He seeks his happiness. If it is not available within 

Hie intellect or in the heart, he searches outsi<&. So a spiri¬ 
tual student if one wSd has prepared himself to discover 
greater )oy i&bimselfe > 

‘ * if he has prepared lor it at home before he reaches a 

the eyes can see nothing but the objects, the ears can hear 
nothing but the worldly sounds, the tongue can taste only 
things outside, the skin can feel only things outside, the sense 
organs have been all turned outwards, meaning, they have no 
experience of what lies behind it. Therefore, everyone runs 
out every sense organ. This is the usual method of the adap- 

seen the hollowness of the sense world, turn themselves away 

faction or sense gratifications seeking the fuller satisfaction, 
the more permanent satisfaction. So that why the sense organs 
go outwards is all because of the urge of desire, which in an 
unprepared intellect will be the urge of mere animal passions. 
When a prepared intellect, meaning that which has gone through 
the corrected thinking and study, there the intellect is no more 

more permanent, more eternal, more changeless. Satisfac¬ 
tion, not a mere momentary gratification. Again, as I said, 

stature. The old things have no more enchantment at all. 

Oh Man >e Up 

made. Carefully, think what 
nes in our mind because we 

nd I and has pushed us into 

this moment and we are out to live a different life altogether, 
called the spiritual life. This is our concept, yes? No god 

ay, "Oh! God, why are 

ze thy own divinity. M How 

Therefore, the Vedantic maste 
you playing this part of a lower . 
being? Oh Man, Rise up! and r 

than the waker. To the dreamer we talk - "Oh dreamer, wake 

including you the dreamer, is none other than the waking mind. 
Wake up and understand that I am the waker; and in the reali- 

/, the ( 
[ realize 

that godhood. Simi 

chanted by it and withdraw. As yoi 
you are inaugurating yourself and in 
yourself in, tuning in, turning on thi 

it please—difficult for whom. 

the other hand they lo 

. Both the fruit and th 

ability to surrender? 

Chinmaya: 

l surrender everything when you 







TEMPORARY FLIGHT 

Deep blue haze 
Elektra wings thru 

Illimitable 
White bird in it 

far off 
skimming 

or a white plane skating 
way down there 

small shadow of it 
sweeping 

the shrunk landscape 
disappeared now 

into the great brown ground 
as if fallen 

while its plane still flies on 
miraculously! 

And Sunday Chicago appears 
at end of autumn carpet 

stuck to great flat blue cloud 
of Lake Michigan 

stretched out 
Rich resorts & Lakeshore fronts 

beaches lapped forever 
pavillions asleep in time 

Hum of Elektra winging down 
wigging down 

Seatbelts on 
flaps down 

swinging around 
for re-entry 

into that world 
Engine drones 

like a tamboura 
Passage to India 

on LSD Airlines 
Temporary flight 

of ecstatic insanity 
into its own 

glittering terminals 
pulsing with light 

Gliding down & down 
How calm all 
Still autumn forest 

Golf-link in it 
Straightwayhighway into a cloverleaf 

cars crawling the petals 
Huge cemetery in brown woods 

Death itself only another 
lower form 

of temporary ecstatic insanity 
out of your skull 

into the ground 
How soft the trees down there 

How very soft 
from up here 

We 
could almost 

bounce into them 
soft landing 

among the branches 

down 
into it 

into the soft ground 
illusion! 

As if 
as if we don’t ever die 

but become new burrowing consciousnesses 
Earthworm Tractors 

ZOOM 
Still a scary landing 

into that Underground 

Ferlinghetti 
Cincinnati-Chic ago 
Sunday Oct 23, 1966 



FUCLOCK 

Lawrence Ferlinghetti 

To be performed at a Mantra Rock dance on an 
elevated platform. A clockface, at least 12 feet 
in diameter. A naked young cat with long hair is 
bound to the upright hour-hand at Quarter to Mid¬ 
night. A naked bird with long hair is bound face¬ 
up to the horizontal minute-hand. (They are both 
bound by their torsos so that they may move 
their arms & legs freely.) 

moaning it 
throat mike. The man 
does the same, or roars 

whenever she is silent. 
The beat of the raga builds 

faster & faster, as the min¬ 
ute-hand 'approaches Midnight. 

The two nude figures reach 
wildly for each other, singing & 

roaring together. Finally they 
reach each other with their hands, 

then with their arms, then with their' 
legs, and exactly at Midnight as the 

Raga reaches its climax with a crash, 
the two figures entwine in ecstatic bardo 

embrace. Blackout. 

Production Note: The minute-hand with the wo¬ 
man on it may be raised & lowered by construc¬ 
ting it as one half of a seesaw pivoted at the 
hub of the clock, with the lower half of the see¬ 
saw hidden behind the clock’s face. One or 
two men behind the clockface may thus sit on 
the end of the see-saw & raise or lower the up¬ 
per half of the see-saw, the minute-hand, as 
necessary. The Man may actually be supported 
by a tiny platform iust large enough for his feet 
aftixed at the base ot the hour-hand just above 
the hub of the clock. The Girl may also have 
such a little platform to support her weight as 
she reaches the upright position. 

FUCLOCK may also be performed with two males 
or two females, however desired.... 
“Ecstatic Bardo embrace”: as in Tibetan “Se¬ 
cond Bardo” visions of the 7th type. 



ALAN CLARK 

■Haight;-Ashbury h|is done it. And-the 
'raoyesseot into tfie southwest, the*, 
movement back to the land, is going «jfc8fry thl^thing another n^;h for¬ 

mat doesn’t mean that ^eryone is 
Ingoing to dropout ofljie iity afltf’fco to 
’live m tepees or'hogans'or dopes. 
But nie tact that tpi per cent, of your 
Bi'isi energetic,fro.-,uiifn. and expres- 

JKftpeople are"3ding it is going 
hrfflf the whole system up. In fifty 

■fteais you’re going to have thousands 
W communities like Drop .City. That’s 
still a small percentage of the conjpiu- 

r pity, but the fact that .they exist will 
raise the level of Harvard Law School. 
The kids that stay in the systMLwill 
be hooked up to it. In fifteen years 
your Supreme Court are going to be 
pot smokers and tho|^ -people whose 
essence consciousness has.-grovjj. odt 
of Haight/Ashbury into -Arfeona/ffew 
Mexico will have changed'it. 

TL: I don’t know. 

and dedication 
ay and night to TL: Yes, I think so. There’s a very 

predictable and obvious cycle. Peopl 
take LSD. They discover that there 
is an infinity of possibilities. They 
stumble on the real questions of life. 
Then, sooner or later, they discover 
that thqy have to do something about 

VA: Because there seems to be an 
amazing influx of yogic knowledge 
now. Do you think that it’s primarily 
caused by the people that have been 

Very often, people at this point say 
they are “quitting drugs. ” That’s 
great. There a$e the Meher Baba 
people, all of whom came to Meher 
Baba through LSD. 

Now thp Beatles are going to India; 
they are following a master who does¬ 
n’t take drugs, well, that’s great. But 
you can’t short-circuit the phenomena. 
You can’t jump from being a robot to 
becoming a follower Of yogic method , 
without being turned on first. And m 
the message of the Beatles and the }|J|: 
Meher Baba people shouldn't be that' ' 
the youngsters shouldn’t take LSD. 
They should encourage kids when they 
are ready to take LSD. But when they 
stumble upon the baste questions, then 
come to Meher Baba, Maharishi, the 
sufis. If there’s anything that the his¬ 
tory of religion teaches us, it’s that 
the religious ypgic discipline without 
a turn-on is worse than just the mater¬ 
ial road of life. 

The thing that frightens me, 
what frightened me at Harvard for 
example, was the ruthlessness of this 
educational machine, which gets them 
clean, tidies up their minds, and gets, . 
them more and more symetrical and 
metallic. That’s the thing that gives jfc 
me the horrors. And an$ way that a 
kid can be encouraged to step out of 
that, I don’t care what he goes through. 

and -women 
dible level 
and who an 
tune .the kfeJsLhaek in and harness 
them to something that’s great. I’m 
convinced that 9 men and women who 
are pure at heart and are turned on can 
change the world. And*you’ve got 50 
or 100 of them here in the Haight/ 
Ashbury--the people who are running 
the Oracle, the Thelins, the Communi¬ 
cations Company, the underground 
papers, Ken Kesey, Allen Ginsberg... 

VA: Innumerable others 

RETURN TO MAMA EARTH 

TL: Hundreds, thousands of saints 
we don’t even know aboutrn places 
like Houston, Texas and Lincoln, 
Nebraska, who are radiating, who are 
showing by example how to tune it 
back in. What more can be dorie than 
what we’re doing right here in this 
room, in our clumsy, incoherent way 
attempting what we believe in. 

VA: What type of evolutionary process 
do you expect to happen in this soci¬ 
ety, due to the influence of places 
like Haight/Ashbury, Drop City, and 
some of the places in New Mexico? 
What level will it evolve to? Will 
these people be listened to by the'ma¬ 
jority df our society, or will they be 
constantly harassed and perhaps 
wiped out? * 

TL: It can’t be wiped out. I keep 
saying this over and over again to the 
kids. This is not new. We’ve been 

* 'LL; Yes. It’s beautiful. Rut I’m less 
"infbressed by these things. There is 
psyched^te,art being done every place. 
I’m much,mom impressed by their domes 
and by thiftr contmhity and by the look 

reh southwest? Mad the desert? 

m 
«: TL: Inmant way? s 

j^VA: Econo^fcgly, mostly. ' -j 

TL: They aflaesperately poor, but 
., they a^jSjSuryiving from day to day., 

•VA: Hippies seem to be in the situa- 
' tt^i;*’®iPlble-'b|;:::|j;Byid about to slay 

il alternative to the pres 
way of life? 

SPIRITUAL CENTER OF SOCIETY 

TL: Not an alternative. You see, a 
.society is guided by its holymen and 
by its monasteries and ashraa*8. Evet 
though ten per cent or less are doing 
it, if they are the center of the larger 

aciety, the thing ,iB going to mov 
' ' ’ always been ’ 

And a society is in twadrfff! 
has lost its spiritual center,gshen the 
monasteries are no longer turhed oi»» TL:' !!That is ndfcin my trip at all. It 
And that is what has happened in the is not filing. 
Western world. And that is wha^pe’re jjfe-. 1 
changing. The fact that places fme * 
Haight/Ashbury and Drop City exist VA: I didn’t mean literal^, I didn’t 
brings American society back onto the ^ mean fightsymd not specific people 
central beam. Right now(^toies are barely eektng 

It out an existence. the eHect of 
VA: You have been through Drop City? what they ’redoing, as you gild, is 

going to beflike playirig PaVid, isn’t 
TL: Yes, I just finished a very psy- it? 
chedelic trip through the Southwest. » v / IxA Comd on |k 24 



All the many forms 
that life has picked up 
and discarded, inarticulate 
beyond a few recovered 
tools, an occasional wall- 
painting, a piece of skull 
or bone, an imprint on the 
split stone, reach out 
to us for voices. We 
cannot turn them down. 
We ask as much ourselves 
when we provide the future 
with words. Understand how 
we welcomed the child and 
interred the old hunter, 
the positions we preferred 
for copulation, what crops 
we sowed, what materials 
we used to withstand the 
snows, speculate upon our 
alphabet and glassware, 
our trade and prisons: 
take us with you as 
you reenact our lives 
in your own occasion. 
So they petition us. 
We begin in mourning of 
ourselves; soon include', often 
in reparation, the lives 
of others; and eventually: 
men, gnats, molecules of 
carbon, star-systems: all whom 
time subjects in its glacial 
movement of a few selected 
forms. 

That moment, on a small 
lake, when winter is gone 
and spring not yet arrived. 
Cabins still boarded up, 
boathouses locked, young 
turtles sunning themselves on 
piers. In the between-lake 
channels some ducks scoot 
ahead of the kayak, un¬ 
willing to fly. The smell 
of the unfrozen earth, 
everywhere marshy, uncolored, 
not even the mosses back, 
announces, in some terrible 
way, that this is neither 
the beginning nor the end 
for anyone. At night, the 
stars glitter through the 
tossing bare branches like 
jewels in dark hair. 

And you of the future, 
for whom the earth is just 
a terminal; who live your 
ten thousand years and 
then choose if you shall 
die: I (and not I alone) 
easily foresaw you. 
Your rocketships bearing 
sperm and ova that 

unite on some congenial 
planet where our telescopes 
end: l can guess how 
you will feel, learning 
about us through your history 
pills. You steerers of our 
planet off into another 
part of the galaxy to 
replace the ailing sun, l 
can guess your joy in 
risking it. You for 
whom this seedling earth 
shoulders off its crumbs, 
intending to spread its branches 
that all may dwell there, 
here, take my one extended 
hand as the past has taken 
the other. Transfixed, ex¬ 
ultant, almost torn apart, 
1 touch you there: the 
pain is hardly bearable. 

Pat Sweeney 
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wip. as poet and participator, vortex and forcefjeld, I seek an understanding of this thing\v"- 

which is my cdnscioustfess. ^hus ( watch the watcher, translating the vibrations^ 
in my mind-stuff to the overtones oflanguage. I chronicle my genes. 

Genetic Journal 1 :f. 

^In search ol my originations my snapping-through of the energy/mass focal point 

stretched to aryarchitypical matrix and sent forth fropi the darkness of the womb % 

rjrthe light voyager set inward on thfe journey toward the sun the haloessence' ^ 

n the genetic starburst where spirit and matter are met recreating the universe. \ 

like that man-of-apes when for the first time he became aware that he 

• alive of experience moving toward the moutn of a faipiliar cave ’ t( 

i the solar di/fk for that first time. -C i T'\ * «*. 

[ am the consciousness that permeates this body released from the “I am this" of locked matter / 
to the "I am that" that equates all beings resolving the anguish of duality 3 

traversing the barriers of the symbol laden arch that boarders the vastness of the genetic landscape <*£ 

having no limits by which to be defined capable of flight and gill tree and claw .? 
- intuit-thought & nonsymbolic reference. The Indefinable chakraed in my chromosomes S 

-«ErySfv w-v#* 
Set sail from the hidden eye mandalaed just behind the brow gliding through the Mineral sea of each cell 

/ rising from the pristine darknesp of an overcrowded underworld- through the otean of mindstuff J 

toward that indecipherable light above coming oncfc again to the 4*tface and hosanna ■ 
toward that thing for which I have nq name completing! the perfect cirqle perfectly justbeyondjhe periferii 

of consciousness attempting the cause that maintains grace through this genetic manifestation 
., allowing me this metaphor. / . 

^’Xji-.1 'I Traversing the reincarnated costumes of the Cosmifarcc 
&J historied in/the genetic intertwine through t^e cellular tides of previous eras 
/Jjif of broached and scabbered zen i the orgone armored chastity belted epochs of the past 

6'^ % the freakish misbehavior of jibe-mind confined tcj arbitrary forms slave trader and oanoi 

Passing the reflected imoersoiiation in the fantastic mirror of illusion 

TW microcosm sustaining the macrocos'm in the perfect balance of gentle breath and vision 

r Cv in the paradises of the sinews and the cells receiving further broadcasts from the cosmos *•’5 

bom of light and constantly returning to ir 
moving twice in opposite directions i 

away from the sun supported hallucination jof a round planet bobbing in a continually expanding cup 

through the headlines of history’s recurrent dream of ijiiracle and still birth triumph and disease 

cannibal and celibaje penicillin and the plague peanut butter and jelly Machinegun Kelly 
Di'onysus and the lotus. Breaking the medusahead of the senses. < .< i •’ : '■■■'r-'-'M 

' Inward through the constellations of the spleen and an infinity of aspacial form rising along the sp 

:M t0Ward the blueness dbhrmaed at the center of the sun quasar pendulum glowing at the pituitary base 
W of my brain the clear light consciousness seekjmg itself the enlightened rebirth of the mind 

0 exploding from every particle of my being. Approaching the life monad in its comings and goings*' 
on its way to re-creation and completion flowing through two billion years of ectoplasmic history f mutating from G clef to the base of the skull ascending the octaves of my resurrections toward a phyli 
yet to come. Observing greater spectrums. Passing from this form to the next I become extinct &T, Observing greater spectrums. 
reborn to the species I am constantly becoming. 
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looking down into the slants and rises 

for the lost soul 



LEW WELCH 

The rich man can pass into Heaven about as easily as a Camel can go 
through the eye of a needle, and other images throughout our 4,000-year his¬ 
tory of stories by brave tough-minded men, have it, written down, or other¬ 
wise available. 

Christ, before he was old enough to get a drink or be drafted in America, 
threw the money-changers out of the Temple. The story is not clear. Could 
He have done so with the Bank of America? And there’s a Walt Whitman Sav¬ 
ings and Loan in Walt’s home town, showing us all how famous we’ll get if 
we never cheat. The rewards are clear, and detestable. 

“When did America go wrong?’’ is a question asked and asked again, 
everywhere. Thoreau asked it. Charles Olsen asks it in the Maximus Poems, 
and finds that fishing, in Glouchester, was out of the hands of fishermen, and 
into the hands of usurers (bankers) about 100 years before our first revolution. 

“When did America go wrong’’ is a question easily answered. It was never 
right. And I say this having deeply, the dream of what this thing could have 
been. Could still be, if people would only get out of our way. Out of theii 
way. 

When I was in grade-school the story was called the “Triangle Trade.” 
This turns out to be: (1) you buy black humans from Arabs, in Africa. (2) 
you sell these people in Haiti, Jamaica, Cuba, and any other islands in the 
Gulf. (3) you get these stolen, black, people to cut the sugar-cane down, and 
the cane is rendered into molasses, shipped “up East,” turned into Rum, 
and sold in England. 

It turns out to be a triangle of “trading,” beginning with stolen, black 
humans and ending with poison, Rum, sold in England. 

The whole thing is you have to get it absolutely straight, that “profit 
motive” means very simply: you give less than you take. If you give less 
than you take, you grow mean and stingy. Everybody suffers. Morality is 
totally impossible. “Good guys always lose,” said Casey Stengel. 

One of my favorites among the ipany tough, true, things that Kenneth Rex- 
roth has said is this: “People look at our free public library system as some¬ 
thing beautifully American, free, liberty, and all that, but the fact is those 
libraries were built with money that should have been paid to the steel-worker! 
in the first place. ” (I paraphrase, not having my books handy.) 

Greed, then, and Usury (the most pernicious form of greed, the selling of 
money) have always been the carbuncles on the neck of America. We have 
never been free. 

We are now in the middle of America’s third revolution, (the second was 
the Civil War). This one hits America where it lives: “The conscience of 
most Americans is as thin as the skin of his wallet,” said Nelson Algren.. 

When hundreds of thousands of “scions” they call them, of the greatest 
fortunes in America refuse to take over Dad’s big company, then the revolu¬ 
tion will really get going. In 1950 I got the vision that the fun of making 
huge corporations was over, and the creative thing (as difficult to do right as 
to build the corporations in the first place), the creative thing is, now, to 
give the corporations away. 

How happy would South America be, if certain countries were told “United 
Fruit Company will no longer operate here?” Examples in every corner of 
this planet are too numerous and too obvious to include here. 

Hold only to this one thought: it is now the time for America to give 
away its corporations. This, and this most of all, is the challenge to intelli¬ 
gence, creativity, or whatever. 

Happily, thousands of youngsters understand this. One of the most impor¬ 
tant aspects of the present revolution, and one I’ve never seen written up, is 
the large number of folks, with real big money, who’ve dropped out. 

Here’s this kid with outrageous hair, big Harley, and weird leather clothes 
in a bar. He looks so young and strange he gets asked for his I.D., produces 
it, and takes to talking to a friend of mine. This friend of mine is a real 
Bibliophile, collects and loves books, really, that is, reads them. Memorizes 
some of them. So, in the course of a long conversation he allows as how his 
real ambition is to have a perfect bookstore. The kid says, “OK I’ll get you 
one. Tomorrow we’ll meet with my lawyer some place. Where?” 

And it turned out to be true. There was the lawyer, the kid, the dream, the 
contract, everything. It’s a real good bookstore in Southern California, the' 
“owner” and his “partner” each get about $4,000 a year in salary, the shop 
makes a small profit which goes toward the investment ($10,000 I’d guess, 
considering the inventory of books has to be at least $5,000). 

What we have here is a young man with money, and enough savvy to under¬ 
write a small business that is needed, and two whole families get their living 
out of it (making it frugally), and the rich kid loses nothing. Maybe gains by 

etc. 
P. 21. middle of circle right center 
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BURROUGHS 
capsules and 20 codeine 

tablets a piece of foresight to 
which I may well owe my life. Even so 

I lay on the ground outside the brujo’s hut for 
hours paralyzed in a hermetic vice of pain and 

fear. A high tolerance is acquired with use and the 
brujo’s daily dose to get his power up could readily be 

lethal to a novice. Setting aside the factor of tolerance 
there is considerable variation in reaction to these drugs 

from one individual to ahother a safe dose for one tripper 
could be dangerous for another. The prolonged use of LSD may 
give rise in some cases to a crazed unwholesome benevolence 
the old tripster smiling.into your face sees all your thoughts lov¬ 
ing and accepting you inside out.’ Admittedly these drugs can be 
dangerous and they can give rise to deplorable states of mind. To 
bring the use of these drugs in perspective I would suggest that 
academies be established where young people will learn to get 
really high...high as the Zen master is high when his arrow 
hits a target in the dark...high as the Karate master is high 
when he smashes a brick with his fist...high...weightless 
...in space. This is the space age. Time to look beyond 

this run down radioactive cop rotten planet. Time to 
look beyond this animal body. Remember any¬ 

thing that can be done chemically can be done 
in other ways. You don’t need drugs to 

get high but drugs do serve as a 
useful short cut at cer- 

stages of the training. The 
students would receive a basic 

course of training in the.non-chemical 
disciplines of Yoga, Karate, prolonged sense 

withdrawal, stroboscopic lights, the constant use 
of tape recorders to break down verbal association 

lines. Techniques now being used for control of thought 
could be used instead for liberation. .With computerized 

tape recorders and sensitive throat microphones we could at¬ 
tain insight into the nature of human speech and turn the word 
into a useful tool instead of an instrument of control in hands of 
a misinformed and misinforming press. Verbal techniques are now 
being used to achieve more reliable computer processed techni¬ 
ques in the direction of opinion control and manipulation the “prop¬ 
aganda war’’ it’s called. The CIA does not give away money for 
nothing.. It gives away money for opion control in certain direc¬ 
tions. Opion control is a technical operation extending over a 
period of years. First a population segment — segment “pre¬ 
paration’’ is conditioned to react to words rather than word 
referents. Count Korzybski who formulated General Seman¬ 
tics used to begin a lecture by pointing to a chair and 

saying “Whatever that is it is not a ‘chair.’ ’’ 
That is the object chair is not the verbal or « 

written label “chair.” He considered the con¬ 
fusion between label and object the “is 

of identity” he called it, to be a 
basic flaw in Western 

>ught 

this flaw is cultivated by 
the practitioners of opinion control. 

You will notice in the subsidized periodi¬ 
cals a curious prose without image. If I say the 

word “chair” you see a chair. If I say “the concern- 
mittance of societal somnolence with the ambivalent- 

smugness of unavowed totalitarianism” you see nothing. 
This is pure word conditioning the reader to react to words. 

“Preparations” so conditioned will then react predictably to 
words. The conditioned, preparation is quite impervious to 

facts. 
The aim of academy training is precisely decontrol of opinion 

the students being conditioned to look at the facts before formu¬ 
lating any verbal patterns. The initial training in non-chemical 
methods of expanding awareness would last at least two years. 
During this period the student would be requested to refrain 
from all drugs including alcohol since bodily health is essential 
to minimize mental disturbance. After basic training the stu¬ 

dent would be prepared for drug trips to reach areas difficult 
to explore by other means in the present state of our know¬ 

ledge. The program proposed is essentially a disintox¬ 
ication from inner fear and inner control a liberation 

of thought and energy to prepare a. new generation 
for the adventure of space. With such possi¬ 

bilities open to them I doubt if many 
young people would want the des- 

■ tractive drugs. Remem- 

junk keeps you 
right here in junky flesh on this 

earth where Boot’s is Open all night. 
You can’t make space in an aqualung of junk. 

The problem of those already addicted remains. 
Addicts need medical treatment not jail and not pray¬ 

ers. I have spoken frequently of the apo-morphine 
treatment as the quickest and most efficacious method of 

treating addicts. Variations and synthesis of the apo-morph¬ 
ine formula might well yield a miracle drug for disintoxication. 
The drug lomotil which greatly reduces the need for opiates but 
is not in itself addicting, might prove useful. With experimenta- 
:ion a painless cure would certainly emerge. What makes a cure ' 
itick is when the cured addict finds something better to do and 
realizes he could not do it on junk. Academies of the type des¬ 
cribed would give young people something better to do inciden¬ 
tally reducing the drag problem to unimportance. 

GREED, con’t. from p. 18 
But,and this is so important, think what the rich kid is get¬ 

ting spiritually. We Buddhists insist that temples, and other 
offerings,.earn us no merit. Well, maybe that is right in 

some stern way. But I think this young boy’s offering of 
this bookstore, and the 2-family faring-well bit, is 

meritorious. Of course, it all depends on how he 
takes it, or gives it. That’s his problem. 

But do you know what this kid’s 
damn fool father did? He, already 

slated to inherit more 

money than 
he could ever spend, stepped 

into Daddy’s shoes and ran this huge 
corporation. Why? 
Let’s see it as the true revolution it is. 

Success, Ambition, Yankee Trading, and the rest of 
that is jazz, just plain old horseshit jazz. It’s clear to 

those of us who don’t have money, it’s clear to those of us 
who do, and the removal of Money-as-God from America will 

crack America faster than Christ cracked Rome. 
Good riddance. 

“You are all children of the Universe, you have a right to b 
here” the anonymous monk said. And while you are here you mu 

(1) . Eat and drink 
(2) _Sleep 
(3) Piss and shit 
(4) Die 

(you can conceivably go without balling, though it is not recom¬ 
mended) . 

Since we have to pay money for (buy): (1) our eats 
(there being no land not owned, anywhere, anymore) and 

(2) a place to sleep or we get arrested, and (3) pay 
dearly for the place we shit and piss in, it appears 

that only a drink of water is still free, most pla¬ 
ces. For we certainly (4) have to pay dear¬ 

ly for death and burial, unless we are 
very clever indeed. 

We are slaves from 
the minute of birth until long 

after death --- we’re on an eat later, 
work now, plan (maybe that’s what is meant 

by Original Sin). 
In order to pay for these things we cannot live 

without, we are expected to sell ourselves, not to the 
Devil (which might be a way better deal), but to a Corpora¬ 

tion, a State System of several kinds, a husband, a rich rela¬ 
tive, there are a variety of purchasers and the price may vary, 

but the fact remains we must, in order to live, die a little or a lot. 
(Note that we left out breathing, and that the city of Tokyo now 

has a vending machine which gives you several breaths of good 
air, and that soon we will all wear metered masks). 

Money is death. Ask yourself why banks and currency use the 
same images as tomb-stones. 

.We ai »t free. 

But how to do it? And will it happen fast enough? Almost 
years ago Gary Snyder had the vision: “If nobody bought a n< 
car for just one year, the whole thing would collapse. Then 

maybe we could build it right this time.” 
This country, all countries, get younger every year. 

By 1970 more than half the population of the world will 
be under’25. 

Some of these will find themselves “own¬ 
ing” huge amounts of money and power. I 

know one person who, years ago, 
told me he could “buy” 
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Politics of Ecstasy 

In this thawing river of change 
that is the American scene we 

would dream revolutions moving 
faster even than the incessant, 

illimitable, expanding movement 
that is the American restless¬ 

ness. This continent discovered 
by white Europe in motion wester¬ 

ly wandering toward the sun when 
in the 1 Oth century the Vikings 

accidently landed in'New England, 
abundant, wildly flowering and 

called it Vinland; then set up a 

colony and sought fame and for¬ 
tune, and almost immediately 

soaked native earth in internecine 
massacres and violent ambushes 

of skraelings (Indians) in order 
to keep the milk they had traded 

for animal skins. Rediscovered 
in motion of Europe’s expansion; 
settled by England’s growing 
fanaticism toward centuries of 

empire and ruined by commerce as 
Charles Olson has proven in Max¬ 

imus Poems: 

"...one’s forced, 

considering America 

to a single truth: the newness 

the first men knew was almost 

from the start dirtied 

by second comers. About seven 

years 
and you can carry cinders 
in your hand for what 

America was worth. 

....We know 

what Levett Smith or Conant 
didn’t, that no one 

knew better 
than to cash in on it. Out, 

is the cry of a coat of wonder.’’ 

(Capt Christopher Levett 

of York) p. 134-5 

This triumvirate of movement, 
commerce and murder, this incred¬ 

ible westering has ruthlessly 
swept races, earth, and feeling 
before it. Then at our ocean 

borders movement turned upon it¬ 

self, whirlpools of murder and 

massacres of feeling, teeming 
commerce of insatiable desires, 
assassinations rooted in feuding 

oligarchies and religious wars. 

Murder and commerce indistin¬ 

guishable twins of deformed love; 

murder and commerce in super¬ 

markets, our suburban homes,' our 
universities ("towers open fire”) 
our ghettoes, our factories, the 
fabric of our lives now weaving 

its bloody woolens over the 



Pacific for loose credit, cheap 

labor, and ultimate markets of 

human desire. Madave tapping 
the drum beating the heart of 

yellow races into submission. 

A ware now that there is an ero¬ 

tic web binding murderer to vic¬ 

tim, an erection in the abysmal 
wound of bleeding throat, we can 
see the real victim of bloodthirst 
and money is feeling, or more 
precisely, man’s feeling for 
woman and woman’s feeling for 

man and everyone’s unknowable, 
imminent feeling for the ecstatic 

body of God and self or the free¬ 

dom we can not know or barely 

glimpse in our barbarity and 

slavery. 

In the vortex of roving bands of 
teenagers in Peking, rock and roll 

dance halls, gangs of white and 

blacks in all large steel purga¬ 

tories of America, artists libera¬ 
tion fronts, communists, demo¬ 
crats, brechtians, capitalists, 
new lefts and old rights, we must 
affirm that the source of creation 
and community is self and its, 

cellular chants of lifelove felt 

but unmarketable, and unsaleable, 
ungiveable and untakeable. 
Whatever or whoever would bru¬ 

talize, organize, 

use himself, you, or me, sur¬ 

renders his one hope for being in 
his own body, his own fully felt 

experience of the effulgence of 

life and becoming upon which a 
community of men and women can 

depend, live, work, create and 
love with honor and all but natu¬ 
ral deathlessness. 

Secretly behind all illusions of 
order, civilization, law and ton¬ 

gue wipings of rhetoric the 

anarchic, natural, wild condition 
of body exists in an invisible 

present, in the forgotten past 

and in the imagined future, ex¬ 

cept that it is hidden by the ram¬ 

ifications of “knowledge” and 
“power” constrained by the 

conceptual culture of profit and 
propaganda into the image of 
ugliness and arrogance we call 
America. The moment the IS 

of eternity in time is personally 
and overwhelmingly felt it will 
appear in NOW in our relations 

of flesh and then in wood, clay, 

glass, steel, word, paint, that 
is, in building and creation. The 
body and being of man is all 
fountains of youth and heavenly 

apparitions. 
Allen Cohen 

Essay appeared in OR-OAR- 

ORE and Haight Ashbury Tribune. I 
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Leary, con’t. from p. 12 

TL: (laughing) You want me to say 
it is. OK I must repeat again that all 
this has been worked out in manuals. 
I urge all of you to turn on to the book 
The Sufis. Or the new book, The 
Teachers of Gurdgieff which describes 
this ancient process of turned on peo¬ 
ple who pass on wisdom and keep the 
flame of religion and meaning going. 

And there are certain strategic and 
tactical moves for the inner message, 
which are exactly opposite to ov 
success. If you. want to be a sp 
success, you systematically do 
posite of what you would do to be 
political success. You let go insjtefdv 
of grabbing; you admit your wrongs in¬ 
stead of pretending you are rirfifj'\you 
give up land. By giving up space, you 
gain time. Above all, w ’ 
poor than rich because 
going to be struggling, 
going to have money. \ 
ing to have big bank ac 
buildings like the estal 
es, and if we do we’re 
cause the facts of the 
you understand how to 
harder to use poverty 
But if you understa 
understand that pot 
erty is turned on, p 
So I’m not worried at al 
City because they 
from day to day, becauseftl 
needle point of clarity upaj 
everything else is balanj 

THE CITY IS AN ADlSlCffl 

VA: Does it seem that 
people come to Drop City for sp 
reasons, rather than running 
from home, for economic or fami 

poor. And it reqi 
have to be ready to drop out of the 
city. The city is an addiction...and 
we’re all hooked to a certain extent 
on the power, the games, the glamour 
of the city. It’s a real addictive pro¬ 
cess. You have to kick the city to go 
to the land. That means a very few 
people are ready to do that. /STjt 

Once you get there, many people IcTJ 

; take it. They can’ 
straightness that’s involved. So after 
awhile, they leave. But the people 
that are left in the Southwest, the 
people that 
people that 
County, or the peo 

ety. and that’s the great 
it. I would be shocked 
left the city . 
followed the 
Then we’d be 
are more middle-class thai 
would say in general; the 
munities roll their own 
that’s one of the symptoms.. . 
have electricit^fthey’re dirtier. But 
again, there are some people who can 
groove better behindstnore comfort. 

Millbrook, again. iS not just one , 
clan. Millbrook is a tribe with five 
clans. There are five separate groups 
living at Millbrook, and each Of these 
five has its own spiritual teacher, 
its own way, its own diet, its own 
technique for making a living. This 

! is very healthy. 

VA: Isn’t there a danger wfei.tr com¬ 
munity forms and divorces itself frQ»S] 
te chnology that they are going to lose 
t'-.-ir children, and if hot fhebr childrer 
their children’s children? 

^^|l dorStthfok thejKifte divorcing 
themselves from technology. You mea 

[VAS^&^pUictrsSk' ./ ThaV 
th, basic technological ad anc-ents 
ofiithb century. Our chi^lp- 

selves from that We’re going to lose 
children, and if not our children, 
children’s children. 

Naturally it is going tc 
y diffen 

5 itself 
ways; there' are 

more and more Negroes who are turn¬ 
ing on to LSD. This will be inevitable. 
I don’t see why the Negro has to sew 
himself up into a black power bag 
only. Shouldn’t he have as many al¬ 
ternatives and possibilities to go be¬ 
yond the current political situation? 
I think the more black power there is, 
the more black drop outs there will be 
from black power, which is healthy. 

So they will have to go through 
ame changes that we’ve gone... 

people who are now in their 30s 
40s, through political education 

ilitical thrust...political activity, 
dropped out from that. Well, 

a black man is going to 
thing when he 

the black power and then 
p-out? 

Ijj ourself and other people Jrn. So have Wkj(: ■ ‘AwPKTPostion about peoph 
m o fear that the psych^URc kids ®|aL bre^fl a minority amd what rela- 

' ' jRectricity. IKmafeipAlley fie going to have to 
city is here £jticans wjypfefve had psychedelic 

shut the lielj^on and off-because ■ftfferibndps, flow about these young 
JHface-lJfthat electricity is jttfi \h$iijfe/qbnHng back from Viet 

here to make psychedelic lights, to fJNam who have the rest of their lives 
makefile sarajpFsaw cut the sacred to wort out the.state of mind they’ve 

MBprfor ther-sacred fireplace. m been,.fpnA^#dtft.ftving with-what 
■HKgain.^flEop out is not a behavior|§f ttind,^ changes do you think they are 

<||'.)MSiblel5qg. Drop out is inside ---going kieo .through when they come 
and Vbu come Back and you groove£•*/. back t0*tSe United States? Regardles: 
behind every form of energy and e« , ^ bflwKaLyoil may think the future is, 
social possibility. : ' :..,y»ar.with Red China, or anything like 

Jttri' __~~T®ltJ'.'WffSrt.kind of a time do you think 
BLACK POWER these young men are going to have 

■Hp bacl< to xhe U.S.? 
VA; A.lot of people hayfi'dHsli faydng 1 Indeqd, already are having, 
that in our country the spiritual, or 
religious or psychedelic movement is . TL: I don’t know. I suppose the 
primarily a movementof white men. Viet Nam War Veterans are like the 

amdrlisCOvi) 
outside that 
“Where are t 
they at? There 
side that they don’t eyenknow 
Of course, we know about that, 
came from it. But we divorce o 

Whereas the blgck rad 
d different direction toss 

T11 in , tike to t - se to generalize about 
r ——— If \nofthe black people 

nftttfbrtdof individuals are in- 
(l |vb|ved. I think thar healthy things 
V ape happening to the Negroes. And I 

think t" 

rest of us; they vary. I do know that 
of the best pot you can get 
d the New York City area is 

Viet Nam grass. If there’s enough of 
them turning on to that in Saigon, 
they’ll come back just like skid comes 
back from Harvard—ready for some¬ 
thing better. 



your experience? 

BREAD, WINE & LSD 

VA: Well, in each drug, perhaps... 
you could probably break it down to 
coffee and nutmeg also...(laughter) 

TL: I think that psychedelic drugs— 
marijuana, peyote, LSD, STP—are 
sacraments. I think that they are de¬ 
veloped by the divine process, the 
DNA code, to help man survive. 

All this has been argued out thou- j 
sands of times before. ,v 

In the early period of the Catholifif Jf 
church, when the bread and wine were 
psychedelic and really flipped p<j5n|j||| 
out, you’d take bread and wine Acllll 
and, man! you’d take off your 
centurian uniform and you’d run naked 
in the street barefoot crying ' 'Praise 
the Lord. ” That’s what bread and 
wine did 2000 years ago, and that’s 
why it was against the law. Hurts!*) 
why they nailed people on cyojgHBb 

The issue came up: is the ifMBIBBtji 
ment bread and wine still [»od if .iiifc 
given you by an evil priest Iwho wants 
your money for the bread ; 
who may be connected witWS 
Or who is giving you the br( 
wine because he wants to p 
mind, or because he 
girl. Is it still a sac 
called the Donatist heresy, 
atists know that the drug i 
if it is used by good people. 
Catholic church in its wisdor 
“No.” The sacrament is put 
God, for our use, and it’s always^ 
-no matter who gives i' 
it or why. 

I’m very orthodox. I think that psy¬ 
chedelic '.rugs are good. Nothing 
happens with LSD or marijuana that 
wouldn’t happen to you anyway...it’s 
all a test. The bad sessions are really 
the best trips because they are the 
ones that show you what you have to 

A reaction to one of these experi¬ 
ences must be seen over a long per¬ 
iod of time. The worst freak-out 
horrible trip five years from now, you 
may look back on to say “wow! That’s 
what really did it. ” I don’t know. I’m 
just laying my trip on you. But my 
trip is that if it works, if it flips you 
out, turns you on, blows your mind, 

It may well be that the value of 
your bad trip won’t show up for three 
generations. And the next messiah 
may come from that time when you 
ended in the mental hospital. That’s 
my trip... 

VA: We spoke with a monk from the 
Himalayan Academy, that’s the Chris¬ 
tian Yoga Society here, and he said 
that everything that causes you, .every¬ 
one who causes you to have a reac- 

TL: Right. And the more powerful 
the reaction, the greater the guru. One 
thing I might say, which concerns me S 
somewhat, although I’m not very con- 
cerned these days, is the fear of the 
State, the fear of arrest. A bust 
c auses panic and terror in the hearts 
of hippies. You just purify yourself 
about that. Welcome arrests. I’ve 
been arrested eight times in the last 
three years, and each one is a test. 

• Gives me a chance to share time and 
space .and the vibrations with the ■ 
cops. : There is nothing to be afraid of. 
It shows you where you’re at. If you: 
just keep that focus, you won’t be ar- 
rested for one thing. Cause you won’t 
bring in the cops, and if you do, it 
won't harm you or itiMia:j 

VA: In other words, is it a certain 
vibrational wave length or somethin! 
that the cops are on that you happen 
to get on and then you run into th< 

in Denver and get the details. 
There are two issues here: one is 

that the tests which the government 
uses to detect LSD are inadequate. 
It could be many other substances in 
addition to LSD, but presumably the 
thing they are looking for is LSD. 
It’s taken for granted ifLSD. So the 
government evidence can be ruled out 
on that basis. Secondly;,the method 

..Itself is not public, abd:rffc|y:iare going 
to have to make available to the.de- 
fense the particular test they use. 

VA: 

VA: Colorado seems to he a main¬ 
stay how for resistance against drug 
laws. Hasn’t ManaBad a recent State 
Supreme Court ruling upholding the use 
of peyote in religioqfe ritual? 

Tlj Yes Van a, the Apache from! 
Mlejjr won his peyote case c 

What are the ramifications of 
it? What does jtjgat eoy<pt now, as 

recedent? Does'it mean that anyon 

I think that one of the problems is 
that the average person doesn’t do this 
ahead of time. He may know why he’s 
doing it. He may be completely sin¬ 
cere in his spiritual use of marijuana. 
But, the fact that he doesn’t make it 
explicit leaves him and the law in 
doubt. 

There is absolutely no restriction 
here. You can say: “My religion is 
me and my wife. We want to use mari¬ 
juana to get higher levels of love¬ 

-making. Our temple is our bedroom. 
1 we have a little candle that we 
gship in front of.” Or, “We like to 

i|iip with the lights out.” That is 
religion 

.-What has to be done with that 
PaJ§g,.lW it on the wall? 

TL: Post hon the wall, mail it to 
yourjelfjlh a sealed envelope, keep it 
unopened. The very fact that you do 
that puts you way ahead of the game- 
because the love-making with your 
wife will be better, (laughter) 

VA: Whether y|u mail it or not... 

TL: The interesting thing about how 
to form your own religion is that any¬ 
thing you do th|it will make explicit 
and valid for tl* law, if it is right, 
will make a heper trip for you. It 

|jjjji given some thought to 
ig the circumstances and 

_ ur trip. You’ll find that 
if you just %\§l on paper the things you 
have learned about how to have a good 
session - man, that’s your religion. 
And it's probably more effective than 

ie Protestant church has 

nical information which 
ful. Therein 
Marshall Quiat, 
legality of LSD 
chemist from a well-known ur 
who has testified that the govern¬ 
ment’s methods of testing for LSD 
are a) very inadequate; that they don’t 
really isolate LSD; and b) the pro¬ 
cedure itself is illegal because it’s 
not public , and the defense doesn’t 
have the opportunity to test using the 
same methods that they do. On these 
grounds, any arrest on possession of 
LSD can be challenged. I urge any¬ 
one who gets into trouble for LSD 
possession to write Marshall Quiat 

TL: I’ve written a manual which I 
would be glad to give anyone who 
writes to Millbrook about it on the 
details.of this. In general, if you 
just put down on a piece of paper why 
you are smoking pot,why you’re taking 
LSD, and with whom, and where you’re 
doing it, where your shrine is...this is 

many organized lysergic 
based sacrament religions are 

low? In the United States? 

There must be hundreds. 

VA: Recently, Tim, there has been a 
lot of publicity about marijuana. Most 
of it seemingly pretty favorable. You 
said a few months ago that you thought 
that marijuana wouldn’t be legalized 
for 5 years. Do you think recent 
months have sped up the potentiality 
of that prediction? 

OVER 10 MILLION ACID USERS? 

TL: I’ve been way off on all my esti¬ 
mates. I thought it would take until 
1970 before we’d have 10 million LSD 
users. I’ve been very conservative 
with everything I’ve said in the last 
7 years. If I had it to do over again, 





Not forgetting the Straight Theat 
instruction.,- 
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‘‘Xhe Pentagon in 
Alexandria, across the'Potomac from 

Washington. An effete and worthless baroque con- 
ceit, resurrected in the nineteen-thirties by United States 

military engineers and magnified into an architectural catastrophe. 

Nuclear power has aggravated'this error and turned its huge comic in' 

eptitude into a tragic threat: for here the citadel has come back to life 

once more, with every ancient dimension magnified, every error raised to the 

tenth power. Xhe Bronze Age fantasies of absolute power, the Bronze Age practice 

of unlimited human extermination, the uncontrolled obsessions., hatreds, and susph 
cions of Bronze Age gods and kings, have here taken root again in a fashion that imi' 

PEXER XEGERIA 

tates"and seeks to surpass"the Kremlin of Ivan the Xerrible and his lattepday succes' 
sors. With this relapse, in less than a decade, have come one'way communication, the 

priestly monopoly of secret knowledge, the multiplication of secret agencies, the suppres 

sion of open discussion, and even the insulation of error against public criticism and 

exposure through a ‘bipartisan’ military and foreign policy, which in practice nullifies 
public reaction and makes rational dissent the equivalent of patriotic disaffection, if 
not treason. Xhe dismantling of this regressive citadel will prove a far harder task 

than the demolition of the earlier baroque fortifications. But on its performance 

all more extensive plans for urban and human development must wait." 


